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Abstract

The previous research suggested test case generation from Use Case [1], which makes use case diagram and specification, identifies use case scenario based on event flows, generates scenario matrices, and then extract test case. But it is not considered of automatic mechanism for test case generation. To automatically generate test case, we suggest to adopt metamodel approach, which easily transform each model, and possibly develop automatic tool. In this paper, we suggest to design metamodel and define each model needed to extract test case based on use case diagram.
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1. Introduction

Currently as it gradually increases the complexity and scale of software, it is necessary for testing software to find error or defects [2]. Testing is sure to find error, and check whether requirements are reflected or not. It needs to make an effort at each development stage due on increasing cost to fix software developed with wrongly analyzing requirements. The rational software [1] also suggested to generate test cases from use cases, but not considered of an automatic tool. Kim & Son [3] suggested automatic test case generation based on state diagram with metamodeling and model transformation. In these tools, it is difficult to change if it does fix input model. To solve a problem, this paper mentions to adapt use case approach to extract test case. Use Case works at early stage of development lifecycle, and is defined requirements of software.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains related studies. Chapter 3 mentions to design metamodel for automatic test case generation. Chapter 4 mentions the conclusion and future work.

2. Generating Test Cases from Use Cases

The rational software [1] used use case approach to generate test case, which represent use case diagram based on UML. Use Case Specification is included Use Case Name, Flow of Events (Basic Flow, Alternate Flow), Preconditions, and Postconditions. Flow of events is important to extract test case from use case. That is, it makes use case scenario based on flow of event, then extracts test case based on this scenarios. Kim [2] also suggested 'Metamodel oriented Automatic Test Case Generation Based on Transforming UML 2.4.1 Message-Sequence Diagram via Cause-Effect Diagram' as follows:
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Step 1: For each use case, generate a full set of use case scenario and scenario matrix.
Step 2: For each scenario, identify at least one test case and the conditions that will make it execute.
Step 3: For each test case, identify the data values with which to test.

3. Design of Metamodel for Automatically Extracting Test Cases Based on Use Case

In this paper, we adapt metamodel mechanism to generate test cases from use case diagram, which is similar with the previous use case approach [1] and also applied other diagrams in UML [2, 3]. We mention how to design metamodel for generating test cases.

3.1 Generation of Test Case

Figure 1. Test Case Generation based on Use Cases adopted with Metamodel approach.

Figure 1 shows the procedure of test case generation based on use case approach. Our suggested test case generation consists of six steps.

3.2 Metamodel Design

Metamodel of use case diagram is considered of attributes (such as Actor, Use Case, Include, and Extends relationship) in Use case. An actor has associated with one more use case, which has a relationship between Actor and Use Case, and also has Generalization, Inclusion, and Extension relationship between Use cases. We design metamodel of use case diagram included attributes of any relationships.

Figure 2. Metamodel of Use Case Diagram.  Figure 3. Metamodel of Use Case Description

Figure 2 shows the metamodel of Use case diagram. In Use Case Description, Use Case Model consists of Use case and Condition. UseCase consists of Actor and FlowOfEvent which separates BasicFlow and
AlternateFlow. Precondition is linked at the start point. Postcondition is linked at the end point. Metamodel of Use Case is difficult to use and complex, but exists the similar research [4].

Figure 3 shows metamodel of use case description. Cause-Effect Model is included all elements at the most top node. This model has Cause, Effect, and Connector. Cause is linked with the start attribute and effect also linked with the end attribute at a Connector as a line linked with Cause and Effect.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we adapt Cause-Effect Diagram to generate test case based on use case diagram and scenarios, and also design each metamodel within each step. The reason is satisfied with 100% functional requirements with minimal test cases Cause-Effect Diagram. It is necessary to use metamodel and model transformation for automatic test case generation, but not mention them in this paper.
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